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- Les Black, Education and Technical Lead

“

“

As electric vehicle
adoption takes over
in NZ, our EVolocity
members are having fun,
working with friends
to create and race their
own EV. The outcomes
are certainly exciting
and the development of
skills and knowledge in
mechanical, software and
electronics engineering
are important for our
economy.

WELCOME TO
ISSUE Eight
The rise of Clean Tech!
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CEO UPDATE

FROM
THE
CEO
CEO Sarah Fitzgerald

Hello to our EVolocity Community,

We are excited to have recently

and welcome to our second e-zine

launched a brand-new programme,

of 2021 where we delve into the

the

exciting

EVolocity

developments

taking

EVolocity

Innovation

Innovation

Lab!

Lab

is

a

place in the cleantech sector. New

competition to develop the coolest

Zealand is internationally renowned

new e-bike feature you can think

for

of.

technology

innovation

and

Sponsored

in this e-zine we celebrate some

competition

of

the

country’s

successes

by

sees

MeloYelo,
teams

this

take

a

and

concept to enhance an electric bike,

developments in the global and local

from design to a marketable product

clean technology sector.

which will be sold by auction to the

We also

meet Kiwi rally star Hayden Paddon
who is taking rally car racing to the
next level with his Hyundai Konabased pure-electric rally car.

highest bidder.
You can follow our teams’ progress
throughout the year on our Facebook,
Instagram and Linkedin pages. This

Winter may be upon us; however

is a great way to keep in touch, get

things at EVolocity are heating up!

updates and learn our latest news. If

With 173 teams from 101 schools

you’d like to get in touch, please feel

across New Zealand registered in this

free to contact me at sarah@evolocity.

year’s programme, this is our biggest

co.nz - I would love to hear from you.

year to date! Students are well into
their builds and have completed
welding, CAD Design and Arduino

Warm wishes,

Programming workshops across the

Sarah

country.
The

EVolocity

team

busy quarter as well!

has

had

a

On 7-8 May

we participated in New Zealand’s
largest electric mobility expo e-World
which was a fantastic opportunity to
showcase some of the amazing EV
race cars designed and built by our
students. Special thanks to St Johns
High School in Hamilton for lending
us their award-winning kart and
sponsor JW Group for transporting it
to Auckland!
Also in May, EVolocity partnered
with Ara Ake, Venture Taranaki and
KiwiFil to host an event as part of
New Zealand Tech Week featuring
world leading electric motorcycle
designer Eva Hakansson and her
incredible journey to become the
fastest motorcycle racer in the world.
You can watch her tell her story later
on in this e-zine.
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A massive thank you to our fantastic
sponsors - we couldn’t do it without you!

From the Editor

The world needs more
cleantech innovators

Cleantech

is

sustainability

not

just

a

goals

unless

cleantech

2017 it ranked 22nd in the Global

a

innovation is harnessed and scaled

Clean Tech Index. But government

quickly. The same could probably

initiative Callaghan Innovation has

and innovation that is crucial for

be

and

ambitious goals to move NZ into the

changing the ‘oily face’ of our

other countries. In fact, in a June

top 10 countries by 2022 – by focusing

fossil fuel based global industry

2021 report, the Climate Change

on the Waste to Value space. We

into something that is truly clean

Commission

New

have already proven ourselves very

and green. Clean technologies are

Zealand is not on track to achieve

capable in this area, birthing global

not only important for mitigating

its climate change goals. The report

companies like LanzaTech, who turn

against

the

climate

change,

adverse

health

It’s

change

rapidly growing area of research

improving

catchword.

fancy

said

for

New

Zealand

declared

that

effects

of

stated that transformational and

waste gas to ethanol. Avertana is the

also

for

lasting change is required, and soon.

next big thing – this Auckland-based

outcomes

but

for

As a country, we need to do more in

company is turning steel-making

humans by improving air quality,

the key sectors for cleantech, which

residues into essential raw materials

water quality and food production.

include: water, transport, energy,

like

waste, the built environment and

alum and magnesium sulphate –

agriculture and food.

common additives in many everyday

While global developments in the
cleantech sector are promising,
recent research found that the EU

New Zealand forms just a small part

will miss out on reaching its climate

of the global cleantech sector. In
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titanium

products.

dioxide,

gypsum,

the uptake of EVs and limit the number of internal
combustion engine vehicles on the road.
Electric vehicles like the Nissan Leaf and Tesla are
becoming more common, but another even cleaner
technology we will hopefully start to see more of is
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. New Zealand can expect
its first hydrogen powered heavy truck to hit the
road sometime this year. In an exciting development,
NZ university’s and polytechs have recently been
funded to run a large scale heavy electric transport
motor

research

project

using

high-temperature

superconductors that could power ships and aircraft
in the not-too-distant future.
In this issue we look at clean tech in NZ through a few
different lenses. We interview Hayden Paddon, a topnotch rally driver innovating his sport by developing
the first electric rally vehicle in the world, on page
14. We also learn about 11 new start-ups preparing to
scale up and enhance the energy sector (page 22). Two
of our sponsors share how they are leading in their
sectors – JW Group who are bringing electric buses
into New Zealand (page 18), and Waipa Networks who
are experimenting with solar and supporting the EV
charging network in their region on page 30. And we
have hand-picked some exciting developments from
the news – see page 26.
As the need for businesses and government to
respond to climate change grows, New Zealand will
need more engineers and scientists in the clean tech
industry. And as a small country known as a perfect

Photo by Mario Caruso on Unsplash

incubator for clean tech start-ups, this is an exciting
career path to pursue. We look forward to seeing some
of our EVolocity alumni making strides in clean tech in
the coming years!

Beyond New Zealand some exciting cleantech projects
include what will become the largest renewable
energy project in the world – a 30 gigawatt wind and
solar farm in India; the clean-up of plastic pollution
in the world’s oceans; a giant solar park in the Dubai

Deni Archer

desert, finding ways to improve water security from
reusing waste-water to fog harvesting, and many more.
An important area for addressing climate change
is, of course, transport. With carbon emissions from
the transport sector contributing 20% of total global
emissions this is an area that can have a huge impact
if the uptake of clean alternatives is scaled quickly.
The Climate Commission has asserted that reducing
emissions from transport will require a rapid increase
in electric vehicle sales so that nearly all light vehicles
entering New Zealand are electric by 2035. And in June
they announced an ambitious scheme to incentivise
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Feature

Hayden Paddon and the
first electric rally
car in the world!
Words by Deni Archer
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The PRG EV engineering team

In a first not only for New Zealand

complete, before the build could

but also for the world, the Paddon

start in confidence. This involved

Rally Group (PRG) has developed

over 500 hours of work alone!

an electric rally car! While EV

After making the Jig, the strut

technology

towers

already

exists

in

and

suspension

points

motorsport,

were inserted, and a whole new

because of the range needed,

floor and battery mounting was

rallying has always presented the

built to allow for quick battery

biggest challenge to make this

changes. Initially a smaller battery

ever-evolving

several

forms

of

work.

pack prototype was developed to

Rallying is the most demanding

allow the team to simulate power

of motorsport environments, and

use. This was later replaced with

technology

developing an EV to suit it means
combining

performance,

range

and reliability into one winning
package.
To take this idea from dream to
reality, PRG recruited a group of
the brightest young engineers and
technicians to begin work in 2018.
Their design concept focused on
developing an EV platform that

“

The car successfully
runs and has already
proven to be faster
than our combustion
rally car.”

is not only fast and impressive,
but one that can compete in a
traditional rally format up against
normal

Internal

Combustion

pushing the limits of rally
driving skill, he’s also pushing
the

limits

technology

of

rally

by

driving

developing

the first electric rally driving
vehicle
had

in

the

the

world!

chance

to

We
meet

him recently and learn all
about this innovative project
happening right here in New
Zealand.

vehicle now runs on.

Engine (ICE) competition.

PRG along with technical partner

The team was set up at the

STARD has developed much of the

spectacular Highlands Motorsport

Hayden Paddon is not only

a full-size rally battery which the

systems and technology for their

Park giving them direct access to

bespoke EV rally car.

an international race circuit – the

Ten thousand hours, 18 months

perfect testing and development
facilities. A Hyundai Kona was
chosen as the basis for developing
a rally car. It was stripped to a
bare

shell

and

remodelled

to

and a global pandemic later,
PRG launched the completed EV
rally car to the media and public
in November 2020. But, Hayden

lighten it as much
as

possible

to

accommodate the
extra weight of the
batteries.
The

chassis

and

vehicle geometry
took eight months
of

design

and

simulation

to
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The world’s first EV rally car revealed!

says, the car is still a work in progress.

is required for excellent engineering.

“The car successfully runs and has

“Ultimately we need to reduce the

already proven to be faster than our

amount of energy the car uses,”

combustion rally car. However, our

Hayden

initial prototype battery is just that

going through every single moving

– for testing. Our bigger battery, due

part of the car to optimize it through

late in 2021, will allow us to target a

trial and error.”
On

the

explains,

software

“which

side,

means

PRG

are

only getting started on the torque
vectoring and brake re-gen aspects of
the vehicle. They’re also working with
their European partner STARD to
develop charger solutions that work

Engineers working on the design of the EV
in 2018

full normal length rally, using some
unique

charging

methods.

We

hope to complete a full-length rally

Working on the EV in the PRG workshop

competitively by mid-2022.”
As our EVolocity students will no

in a demanding rally environment.

doubt identify with, Hayden says

“This development process will be as

taking the idea from concept to

long and as important as the build

completion has been challenging.

process,” says Hayden. “By the end

“There have been so many unknowns.

of the year we hope to see the car

We started with essentially a blank

officially competing in some shorter

piece of paper, incorporating some

style

key parts that were supplied from

targeting some rallies next year. It’s a

the other side of the world. So, it

project the whole team are thriving

was always a bit of a risk around

on and one we are very excited about

integrating all the pieces, hoping they

with the potential of this car – which,

would fit as designed once the parts

already in testing, is faster than our

arrived.”

AP4.”

motorsport

events,

Watch

before

Hayden takes us on a tour of the EV rally car

In the end, all the hard work will be
worth it for the performance gains
the team is already demonstrating
are achievable with an electric rally
vehicle.

Take a drive with Hayden in the EV at Rally
Whangarei 2021!
Preparing the Hyundai Kona shell for
development

The biggest challenge at present, he
says, is around cooling and battery

The EV rally car in action!

range. The team is also working
through the efficiency of each and
every component on the car with the
painstaking attention to detail that
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Do you get involved with any of the
mechanical and engineering work?
From the age of 12 until 25, I used
to work on and fix the cars myself
with family and friends. It was an
important

part

in

understanding

how a car worked that has helped me
become a better driver. Nowadays I’m
more focused on driving and training
as well as the marketing and business
development side of the business.
What

has

been

your

most

memorable event date and why?
It’s so hard to choose just one, but
winning our first WRC rally, Rally
Argentina, in 2016 was special. It was
a lifelong dream to win at the very top
level and in a final stage duel with a
six-time world champion. I will never
forget that day.

Spotlight on
Hayden Paddon
Hayden Paddon lives and breathes

by developing the first completely

rally motorsport. And it’s no wonder

electric rally car in the world!

since he’s been going to rallies since
he was… well, pretty much since
before he was born. His father took
up motorsport at the age of 22 and
Hayden was in the pits servicing
for his father as soon as he was old

Recently, we got the opportunity to
ask Hayden a few questions:
Being so successful must mean
you’ve overcome many challenges!
What has been your biggest fail and

enough to clean windows and help

what did you learn from it?

change tyres.

There are many failures in life, the

Hayden began driving dirt go-karts

key is to embrace them, learn from

at the age of six. At the age of 10
he switched to tarmac racing (at
KartSport Canterbury – a racing track
EVolocity Canterbury students will
know well!). He soon was at the top of
the ranks and he hasn’t looked back
since.
He’s come a long way since his
first kart that was powered with a
chainsaw engine. Hayden and the
PRG team are breaking new ground

them and use them as tools to better
yourself. Each and every time we
have an accident in a race, we analyse
it, determine what caused it and
make changes; either to myself, to
our pacenotes* or to the car to avoid
it again. Not learning from mistakes
would be the biggest mistake if
not done. {*note: pacenotes are
a

commonly

used

method

of

accurately describing in extreme
details a rallying route.}
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Hayden and his co-driver John Kennard

What advice would you like to offer
young people considering a career
in motorsports?
It’s a hugely exciting and rewarding
industry, at the leading edge of
technology development in an arena
where innovation and out-of-thebox thinking is encouraged. Getting
to compete against others, putting
‘man and machine’ up against the
most brutal of elements, working
together as a team towards common
goals all while travelling the country
or globe is really rewarding. It is truly
the best sport in the world that also
has a major role in the development
of general road car technology - and
ultimately people’s lives – in terms of
both safety and performance.

Sponsor

JW Group passionate about
addressing climate change
Thousands of buses service both the
metro and intercity transport routes
across New Zealand on a daily basis.
While the use of public transport
results in a far lower carbon footprint
than using individual cars for all our
trips, we can still go a step further
in reducing our carbon impacts - by
electrifying our bus fleets.
This is at the core of JW Group’s
decision over three years ago to begin
importing Yutong electric buses into
New Zealand, with the noble aim of
becoming a leader in transitioning
New Zealand to electric buses. The
company plans to help replace all
diesel buses with electric as quickly
as possible by providing well proven
equipment

along

with

charging

infrastructure and funding solutions
to fit any large or small operator’s
needs.
Electric buses not only eliminate
toxic emissions, but reduce noise
pollution, reduce maintenance and
long-term

running

costs,

reduce

reliance on fossil fuels and lubricants,
and give passengers a quieter ride.
Globally Yutong has delivered over

18

150,000 Zero Emission buses, and is
now servicing New Zealand as well,
thanks to JW Group.
“We take very seriously our role
to provide safe, high quality and
ethically

produced

full

electric

public transport vehicles for New
Zealand,” says JW Group Strategic
Partnerships Manager JD Rayner.
“We train and support our operators
and their drivers to get maximum
efficiency from the batteries and
charging systems, and we monitor
energy usage, operating efficiency
and driver behaviour in real time even
from our mobile devices. Cumulative
data helps us learn and tweak, and
can even allow us to remotely adjust
some components of the EV.”

Minister of Transport Michael Wood attended the launch of New Zealand’s first electric coach
for touring or business class commuting. This Yutong TCe12 is owned by Mahu City Express.

As a zero-emission transport leader,

conditioning

JW Group has delivered many firsts

bus could exceed 400 km range off

for New Zealand. The company is

a single night’s charge. Fault codes

the first to supply an extra-large

and downtime were close to nil.

three-axle electric bus (the largest
in Australasia) and is the first to offer
a 100% electric commuter coach
for commercial operation. The 13
metre XL Bus is operated by Howick
& Eastern in Auckland, and the first
business class “eCoach” runs from
Warkworth to Auckland CBD.

running

proved

the

Through 2020 and 2021 JW Group is
supplying 34 more full electric buses
for New Zealand’s “Race to Zero” and
the momentum for clean energy
transport just ramping up! Nine new
bright orange Yutong full electric E12s
are operated by Go Bus for Auckland’s
AirportLink – they’re the quiet ones,

Furthermore, JW Group is the first NZ

with no smell or smoke! The Yutong’s

company offering fully maintained

arriving for Christchurch this year are

electric bus operating leases which

bright green for the Orbiter routes

offsets the higher EV purchase price

and a new lovely teal colour.

as compared to diesel, and removes
the real and perceived risks of owning
the new technology and batteries.
The company also offers turnkey
electric bus funding solutions that
include
and

infrastructure

Guaranteed

Green

According to JW Group, waiting for
tomorrow is not an option. These
great strides are evidence that they’re
taking that to heart.

funding
battery

replacement and disposal schemes
in line with New Zealand’s battery
stewardship standards.
For most of 2019, Auckland Transport
trialled a 12-metre Yutong E12 full
electric bus. The driver feedback,
performance, and energy efficiency
reports exceeded expectations. On
regular Auckland routes with multiple
Auckland Transport operators, the
bus completed its daily work with
only a single night-time charge.
One demonstration journey with air

19

Auckland Transport Low Emission Bus Roadmap
featuring Yutong Electric Buses
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Sponsored by

Exciting new innovation programme
takes inventiveness to the next level
The

new

EVolocity

Innovation

Lab, sponsored by MeloYelo, is an
opportunity for students to take
their inventiveness to new heights
by conceptualising and designing
original features that will enhance
real-life e-bike riding experiences.
Selected

teams

will

have

the

opportunity to develop their product
and produce an e-bike with the
feature attached. The e-bikes will be
auctioned off and teams will walk
away with a sizable chunk of the
proceeds!
“Kiwis

are

renowned

for

their

innovative, out-of-the-box thinking.
Through the EVolocity Innovation
Lab, we are giving students an
opportunity to conceive of and create
a product that can be added to an
electric bike, and which enhances
the value of the bike,” says MeloYelo
director, and founder of EVolocity,
Rob McEwen.

OUTLINE

STAGES

• Open to Senior High school and
Undergraduate tertiary students

Stage 1 -

register your team

Stage 2 -

submit your proposal

Stage 3 -

final team selections

Stage 4 -

develop & produce
product and ebike

Stage 5 -

develop sales pitch and
sell bike at auction

• 5-month programme
• Self-directed by students with
support as needed from mentors
• Free to enter / students will need
to fund the development of their
new feature

There

are

five

programme.

the

During the development stage, teams

registering,

will be required to submit firstly a

to

stages

After

of

attend

project plan and timeline, followed by

two short online workshops, after

a monthly one-page report on project

which they will have one month to

progress. They will also be required to

conceptualise a new design feature

attend a monthly 20-minute online

entrants

are

required

they will be able to

feedback session with

develop and produce

EVolocity mentors to

over

discuss their progress

a

5

month

and any issues.

period.
will

EVolocity will assist to

from

market and sell the

entrants, and given a

ebikes through online

Seven
be

teams

selected

brand-new mountain

the proceeds will be split between

kit and a 13 amp-hour lithium ion

EVolocity and the teams.

battery to assemble and fit out with
their original feature over the course
of 5 months.

ENROLMENTS ARE NOW OPEN.

Please register your team. If you
have any queries, please email
Every month of the programme your team
will have exclusive time with top design
engineers Eva Hakansson and Bill Dubé of
Green Envy Racing and Kiwifil who will
make sure you’re staying on track and
give you advice.

auction, after which

bike, a Bafang BBS01 300-watt motor

Sarah at sarah@evolocity.co.nz
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Feature

11 innovative NZ startups
breaking new ground in
the energy sector
New Zealanders are known
for
with

their

ingenuity,

the

homegrown

right

and

support,

start

ups

can make it big not just
nationally, but also globally.
Orion, Ministry of Awesome

An exciting new initiative, the Orion

some of the brightest minds in

Energy Accelerator is offering two

energy,

start-up grants worth a combined

ups. Our goal is to ensure these

$25,000 for people and start-up

teams step out of the programme

companies

technology

and

start-

ground-breaking

having made progress with their

energy innovations. As part of the

start-up and ready to commercialise

programme,

their solutions.”

with

start-ups

are

being

guided through a highly focused
Accelerator programme to validate

Out of 35 applicants, 11 have now
been chosen to participate in the

and Ara Ake have teamed

and commercialise their ideas.

up to find the best of NZs

Marian Johnson, CEO of Ministry

innovative organisations all have a

of Awesome said, “The accelerator

solid value proposition which will

will be a game-changer for all

be further developed through the

participants as they’ll be surrounded

Accelerator, helping to move New

with support and guidance from

Zealand towards a carbon neutral

energy start-ups and help
take them to the next level.

Accelerator

future:
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programme.

These

TOBY

RUKA
MARINE
TURBINE

Toby is an electric tractor
utility platform with grid
support capability, aiming to
optimise energy use on farms
and smallholdings. Coupled with
Agrivoltaics and stationary storage,
the platform will increase energy
independence and resilience.

CANTERBURY
POWER

Ruka Marine Turbine
has developed an
innovative and lower
cost technology that
aims to disrupt the
mature marine wind
turbine technology that is currently
used.

EVISI

and Stakeholder, Paul Deavoll is
committed

to

growing

sustainable

energy

a

sector.

more
“The

energy sector has a big role to play in
addressing the climate crisis. It’s vital

PHASE
POWER

smarter and innovate faster. We’re
Phase Power has
developed a unique
inverter for rebalancing
phase power at
photovoltaic (PV)
power generation sites. This aims
to maximise the returns from the
PV and also balance phases for
the power network in three phase

environments.

really excited about the innovations
that came through and look forward
to working closely with these teams
to help them grow,” says Paul.
With Ara Ake’s involvement as a key
partner in the programme, startups
will also have the opportunity to
meet and share their ideas with
energy

leaders

and

investors

in

Taranaki - the heart of the New

ECONX

Grid Share develops a
number of innovative spill
management and hybrid
renewable embedded
network designs. Their dynamic
computing solutions can consume
electricity capacity in real time,
helping to avoid wastage and make
more efficient use of energy.

Orion General Manager, Customer

we explore how we can do things

Econx have developed a smart
home solution that brings
integrated control of both the
security and automation of
your home to your fingertips,
from anywhere in the world. By
consolidating this control your home
becomes more efficient, more secure

and simple to use.

Zealand energy sector. Dr. Cristiano
Marantes, Chief Executive of Ara Ake,
says, “This is a unique opportunity for
startups to form connections and get
access to invaluable knowledge and
expertise from the complete energy
ecosystem that Taranaki has to offer.”
The Accelerator, which kicked off on
16 June, is now a week into its 10-

AGLOCO™

GRID
SHARE

To help farmers become
more sustainable and
energy efficient, Solagri has
developed an on-farm energy
management solution. The
concept involves installing
a solar array and battery system at
their own cost on land leased from an
agri-business, and selling the energy
produced back to farmers at a low
cost.

Evisi enables commercial
electric vehicle operators to
reduce their charge costs and
transition to low carbon transport
by making fleet charger electricity
demand optimisation and electric
vehicle telemetry easy to manage.

A zero-carbon tractor powered
directly by crop residues or
wood fuel, eliminating the
need for diesel, reducing
waste and improving land
productivity. Requiring next
to no infrastructure, AgLocos™
helps farms grow affordable food

beyond fossil fuel.

CHRONOS

HIKO
UNLIMITED
SOLAGRI

Designed specifically
for humanitarian and
emergency response
organisations, as well
as telecommunications
providers and users in
hard-to-reach places, Hiko
has developed a clean, sustainable
non-chemical powered portable
battery device.

week programme. The startups will
be mentored through all aspects
of their business including product
development,
fundraising

market
and

validation,

everything

in-

between. The goal is to validate
their ideas and progress toward
commercial readiness.
As

A communications and control
platform that enables energy
customers to automatically
optimise their power
generation, storage, delivery
and consumption of power.

Marian

says,

commercialising

breakthrough

solutions

can

be

That’s

this

challenging.

why

accelerator will apply full focus to
testing and growing them over the
10 weeks.
The programme has also received
backing from partners Ara Institute of
Canterbury, EY, and Wynn Williams.

A social enterprise that
aims to solve ‘power
poverty’ by installing solar
panels on at-risk homes
and making excess solar
energy available to the
energy poor.
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Get amped!

Spotlight on
EVolocity students
In this regular feature of our e-zine, we profile some EVolocity students from around the
country! This time, we had the opportunity to talk to team Gotta Go Fast from Canterbury, and
Team TYMS from Auckland. Have a read of what they had to say about being part of EVolocity.

TEAM

GOTTA

GO

FAST

William Falconer-Beech

AND

Luka Phillips

Year 13 students from Canterbury
WHEN DID YOU FIRST GET INVOLVED WITH

WHAT HAVE YOU FOUND TO BE MOST

EVOLOCITY?

CHALLENGING ABOUT THE PROCESS OF

We both started EVolocity in 2018

BUILDING AN EV?

when we were Year 10 students. This

The most challenging part of our

is our 4th year on the programme.

projects have been the last-minute
‘blue smoke’ situations we get each

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO EVOLOCITY?

We both had a strong drive for
mechanical

engineering.

For

this

reason, when we saw an entry in
our school notices for a competition
made for competitive engineers like
ourselves, we just had to sign up.

year the night before race day. The
time pressure of a last-minute issue
pushes our abilities to the limit year
after year, and allows us to be better
experienced and prepared for later
events.
WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR HIGHLIGHTS TO

WHAT KIND OF VEHICLE/S HAVE YOU BUILT?

DATE?

In our first year, we built a standard

Winning the rolling resistance and the

class cart out of plywood. We then
went on to make an open class
aluminium cart, and an open class
bike.

economy run events in our first year at
EVolocity gave us confidence, and a
rewarding sense of accomplishment,
that made us want to do it all again

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE

the next year. Also winning national

PROCESS OF BUILDING AN EV?

Top Team last year was pretty nice.

Our favourite part of building our

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE

EVolocity

vehicles

has

problem-solving
we

face

the

opportunities

when

manufacturing

been

designing

each

and

component.

You need to take each variable into
account to create parts that work
together efficiently and effectively.

EVOLOCITY PROGRAMME?

The most enjoyable part has been
teaching

new

EVolocity

students

how to design, build, and test their
vehicles, and being able to pass down
our experiences and knowledge to
them.
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Luka and Will receiving four awards
at the regional finals in 2020

“

EVolocity has given us
great experience working
in
groups/pairs
both
within our team and with
other EVolocity members
from the school. This has
taught us many useful
skills such as how to take
other people’s ideas into
consideration
efficiently
and respectfully to create
an outcome better than
either of us could do on our
own.”

  

William and Luka

TEAM

TYMS

Brooklyn Campbell

If you want to be featured,
or to nominate someone to

AND

Troy Oliver

from Auckland

be featured in the next issue,
please contact

This is Brooklyn and Troy’s first year

deni.archer@evolocity.co.nz

on the EVolocity programme!

by Monday 9 August 2021

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO EVOLOCITY?

Building and designing an electric
vehicle with our mates sounded like
WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM
BEING PART OF EVOLOCITY THAT YOU
MOST VALUE?

Before EVolocity, the two of us

fun. We liked the idea of creating
something from scratch and looking
forward to the end result.
WHAT KIND OF VEHICLE/S HAVE YOU BUILT?

had always worked on projects

We are building an electric drift kart.

individually. EVolocity has given

Troy already has some experience of

us great experience working in

building as he’s rebuilt a dirt bike in

groups/pairs both within our

the past.

team and with other EVolocity
members

from

the

school.

This has taught us many useful
skills such as how to take other
people’s ideas into consideration
efficiently and respectfully to
create an outcome better than
either of us could do on our own.
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO STUDY OR
DO WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL?

EVolocity has helped us grow our
engineering skills, which will be
very useful in university where
we will be studying mechanical
engineering and mechatronics

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE
PROCESS OF BUILDING AN EV?

Learning how to design our own
vehicle, and having the freedom to
put it together and wire it up the way
we want to and how we think is best.

“

ADVICE/WORDS

ENCOURAGEMENT
LIKE

TO

OFFER

WOULD
YOUNG

enjoying some welding

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE
EVOLOCITY PROGRAMME?

Coming together with friends and just
sharing each other’s ideas. Learning

Follow your dreams and
if you have a passion for
building vehicles or anything
like that, then I suggest you
go for it!”

Brooklyn Campbell

things that we wouldn’t get to learn
otherwise.
WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM BEING
PART OF EVOLOCITY THAT YOU MOST
VALUE?

To

properly

plan,

and

follow

instructions. Working as a team. And

engineering.
WHAT

Brooklyn and Troy

all the electronics.

OF
YOU

WHAT HAVE YOU FOUND TO BE MOST

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO STUDY OR DO

PEOPLE

CHALLENGING ABOUT THE PROCESS OF

WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL?

CONSIDERING JOINING EVOLOCITY?

BUILDING AN EV?

From our experiences, we think

Having the resources to actually

mechanics or becoming a sparky.

that the secret to creating a

build what you need to build and

Troy would like to study engineering.

good vehicle is starting as early

budgeting. Luckily for us we have an

as possible, and having a strong

amazing team leader that is helping

idea of what you are going to

us. Trying to remain focused and

make before you start building

juggling school and sports and stuff is

it. Lots of logical design thinking

also a challenge.

in the early stages has saved us
much hassle and time in the
later stages of development, and
the things that we didn’t think
about

when

designing

have

always turned into major issues

Brooklyn likes the idea of studying

WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR HIGHLIGHTS TO
DATE?

Working with my peers. The hands-on
building and welding is pretty cool.
All the workshops. And the free lunch!

in the real world.

WHAT

ADVICE/WORDS

ENCOURAGEMENT WOULD YOU LIKE TO
OFFER

YOUNG

PEOPLE

CONSIDERING

JOINING EVOLOCITY?
TO: Stay
BC:

focused and prioritise!

Follow your dreams and if you

have a passion for building vehicles or
anything like that, then I suggest you
go for it! Rather do something you
love and enjoy than do something
you don’t really enjoy or like.
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In the news

NZ CLEAN TECH
“The bottom line is that clean tech must be
transformative, it must entirely disrupt the

We Love!

energy, fuel and manufacturing systems that
we have today… it must disrupt every aspect
of society in order that we can transition to a
sustainable future.” Sean Simpson, LanzaTech.
Watch a panel of innovators talk about what

News

articles

success looks like for NZ clean tech.

we’ve

been reading and loving
over the past wee while

SIGN OF THE TIMES!
An Australian petrol station has broken new ground
by including it’s EV recharging price on its fuel sign.
It puts the cost saving of EVs nicely in perspective,
doesn’t it? 30c versus up to $1.42 for premium 98!
TIMES ARE CHANGING!
The NZ government has recently
announced an ambitious scheme
to get more EVs on the road
and limit the number of internal
combustion engine vehicles. This
will kick off from 1 July 2021.

HYDROGEN POWERED SHIPS
Shell is trialling the
use of hydrogen fuel
cells for shipping
– if successful the
trial will pave the
way for cleaner

MASSIVE SOLAR FARM COMING TO THE NORTH ISLAND!

more sustainable
shipping!

A new company that wants to
decarbonise New Zealand’s energy
sector is investing $300 million into
a solar farm big enough to power a
city the size of Hamilton.

COOL FACTOR!
A new generation of autonomous lunar rovers
under development by Lockheed Martin and GM
could be used by Artemis astronauts to extend and
enhance the exploration of the surface of the moon.

SPEND IT LIKE BECKHAM!
He’s recently invested in company Lunaz, which has brought to
market the world’s first fully-electric Range Rover, Bentley, RollsRoyce and Jaguar sports cars through its Lunaz Design brand.
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Sponsor

The Eva Hakansson Story –
in her own words!
During NZ Tech Week in May, EVolocity

Zealand at the bottom of the planet

boring. She readily admits that her

partnered with Venture Taranaki, Ara

in 2017 and now her goal is to focus

racing is really just “eco-activism in

Ake and Kiwifil, to bring one of the

on racing its successor “Green Envy” in

disguise” and she uses the unusual

world’s greatest electric race bike

2021.

channel

designers to Taranaki.

But if you think this girl is chasing the

of

high-speed

racing

to

open people’s eyes and minds for
sustainable

technology.

She

also

Eva Hakansson became the fastest

adrenaline kick from flying across the

woman motorcycle rider on Earth

legendary Bonneville Salt Flats think

at 434 km/h in 2014, on Killajoule, an

again. Eva is a hardcore mechanical

electric motorcycle she built herself

engineer – she’s in her element in the

in her backyard garage. Eva relocated

workshop and she feels that welding

Hear Eva’s story, in her own words, at

from the mile high city of Denver,

is a superhero power. Her mission is

New Plymouth Girls High School in

Colorado, USA, to Auckland, New

to show that eco-friendly is far from

this video!

Why our sponsors
choose EVolocity
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wants to inspire kids to study STEM
and to build amazing things with their
hands.
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Sponsor
Photovoltaics at the Lakewood
development in Cambridge

Waipa Networks
promoting clean tech
in the Waipa region
Te Awamutu based Waipa Networks has been around

ENERGY

for a while. Its origins date back more than 100 years

Subsequently, Waipa Networks has set up the Energy

when some of New Zealand’s first power Boards were

ADVANCED

Advanced brand to promote and manage the uptake

established in Te Awamutu and Cambridge.

of new technology such as solar, electric vehicles (EVs),
EV charging and home energy management. Energy

With such a long history, it goes without saying that

Advanced also offers a cheaper off-peak rate through

the organization has lived through a lot of changes. But

its “Advanced” electricity pricing – perfect for charging

these days with developments in clean technology such

electric vehicles!

as electric vehicles, solar generation and battery storage,
the rate of change is exponential. To stay relevant, Waipa

Under this brand, Waipa Networks also sponsors EVolocity

Networks has both invested in this technology and

– the company sees it as being perfectly aligned with its

changed the way it prices electricity usage.

response to new technology.
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LAKEWOOD

CAMBRIDGE

Lakewood is a combined commercial/
residential development in the heart
of Cambridge where Waipa Networks
has installed 354kW of solar generation.
This forms part of its strategy to meet
growing energy needs in the region. This
project is not only an ideal avenue to
promote clean energy in Waipa – it is also
a test environment to experiment with
aligning solar output with demand on
the company’s electricity network.

The

development will be monitored over the
next few years as an important learning
tool for network planning.

EV

FLEET

Waipa

AND

Networks

CHARGING

purchased

its

first

fully-electric vehicle, a Nissan ENV200,
in 2016. After using the vehicle to visit
thousands of customer sites as part of

Two of Waipa Networks’ EVs

its connections’ approval process, Waipa
Network understood that it was perfect
both as a promotional tool and a practical
member of its fleet. The company has
since added three more fully-electric
vehicles along with five plug-in hybrids. It
has a long-term goal to convert all its light
commercial fleet to electric.

Cambridge,

Te

Awamutu

and

soon-to-be in Tamahere, just off
the Waikato Expressway.

This

is thanks to a partnership with
national

provider

Chargenet.

Two more chargers are being

Furthermore, Waipa Networks branded

sponsored

rapid EV chargers can be found in

Aquatic

at

Centre

An EV van at one of our charging stations
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the
in

new

Perry

Cambridge,

as part of a destination charging
project, with more likely to follow.
The world of clean technology is
an exciting and innovative space
to be in and Waipa Networks is
proud to be leading the way locally
in the Waipa District!

Interested in taking part in EVolocity’s programme?
Click here to register your school!

Want to find more about sponsoring or supporting our
EVolocity programme?
Email us today for more information sarah@evolocity.co.nz or jo.morgan@evolocity.co.nz

www.evolocity.co.nz

marketing@evolocity.co.nz
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